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The Campus Center's newest addition, solar panels.

UNE Goes Solar:
Panels Installed on the Campus Center
BY RYAN KINGSTON
Nor'easter Staff

The University of New
E ngland h as m ade a big step
towards carbon neutrality with
the inst allation of its first rePlease see SOLAR, page 2.

newable energy source on camp us: solar thermal panels. Unlike photovoltaic solar panels,
these p anels provide hot water,

Please see USG, page 4.

World News
BY KATELYN KAULBACK
Nor'easter Staff
Unrest in Libya

UNE's Undergraduate Student Government (USG) Elections were held March 8, 2011.
Out of a total of 36 positions
ranging from EBoard to academic
representative to student senator
positions, 27 positions were contested for. As usual, the election
process seemed to run smoothly
and the only real changes to USG
were the candidates themselves.
Of the number of positions available, all EBoard positions, three
student senator positions, and 14
representative (either academic or
class) were fulfilled along with six
other positions (two senator and
four representative) nominated
via write-in. Prior to the induction of the new USG representatives and officers, seven positions
remained open to any, and all, eligible students.
According to newly elected
USG President Gavin Kuns, the
elections had an extremely high
turnover rate that brought out

some interesting trends. Not
only are most the positions filled
by students completely new to
USG, but three out of the four
EBoard positions were taken on
by students who had not yet been
part of USG. Kuns, who previously held the position of Student
Recreation Senator, also noted
that the opposite can be said of
the student senators, in that four
out of five are returning USG
students. Also, of the six students nominated via write-in, two
students accepted the positions;
Vernon Chan and Ryan Kingston
returned to USG as the Academic
Affairs Senator and Class of2012
Representative, respectively.
As ofMarch 25, the induction
process of positions took place in
which Kuns held his first meeting as president. At said meeting, two students petitioned to
join USG by taking on positions
that were left open. Tim Stetson
and Emily Prescott were voted in
as the Student Services Senator
and the Chemistry/Physics Representative, respectively, and will

"Summer Session 2011"

held by NATO (the North Atlantic Treaty Organization). The
United States is now being asked
to help the rebels by providing
them with weapons and training
to fight Gaddafi and his military.
The CIA is currently in Libya to
see what the rebels are up against,
and if it would be beneficial to the
United States to help them.

Since February, Libya has
been in the midst of what some
are calling a civil war. One side
is in support of the president,
Muammar Gaddafi, while those
opposing the president call themselves the rebels. Unlike other
Crisis in Japan
protests in North Africa, this one
became violent. Gaddafi sent the
On Friday, March 11th, a 9.0
military to attack the rebels and earthquake struck Japan just off
protester , and thousands of citi- the coast of the Oshika Peninsula,
zens have been killed. D ue to the which is the northeastern section
outrage exhibited from numer- of]apan. This is the most powerous countries, the United Na- ful earthquake on record for Jations sanctioned a no fly zone pan, and the fifth in the world.
over Libya, so that military forces This earthquake was not only
could no longer fly within the devastating, but it also caused
PHOTO COURTESY OF AUDREY CUP-MATHEWS
country. Gaddafi then decided a tsunami that had waves up to AUNE student enjoys reading in the summer.
to declare a cease-fire, but still 97 feet high that hit only minBY AUDREYGUPcontinued fighting. This led to an utes after the quake, some waves
days at the beach, but for many it course to renew their certification.
MATHEWS
air strike primarily controlled by traveling as far as six miles inland.
is also a time to take that organic The University of New England
Nor'easter Contributor
France and the United Kingdom, Tsunami warnings were issued in
chemistry course they need be- will offer a wide variety of courswith help from the United States. 20 other countries, including the
fore applying to medical school, es in two sessions this summer,
Summertime brings thoughts the painting course they've always with Summer Session I running
The no fly zone is now being up- United States. The World Bank
of sunshine, warm breezes and dreamt of trying, or the education May 23rd - July 1st and Summer
Please see WORLD, page 4.
Please see SUMMER, page 2.
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SOLAR

co:,,.'TJNUED FROM PAGE I

not electricity, to the associated building. The panels installed on the roof of the Campus Center will provide up to
half of the building's hot water
throughout the year, lowering
its energy demand.
The solar panel project is
the result of a grant written by
Alethea Cariddi, UNE's Sustainability Coordinator. The
$50,000 grant, funded by Efficiency Maine and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, was awarded to the
University in fall 2010, Action
with UNE matching the grant
to fund the project. The panels were installed by Re Vision
Energy, a ew England company that has installed half of
all solar installations in Maine
in the past three years. A realtime digital monitor is also being installed to provide information about kilowatt hours
produced, temperature of the
array on the roof, and temperature of water in the tanks. This
data will be used to determine
cost and energy savings, and
can be viewed by anyone in the
Campus Center curious about
the array.
The
102,000
project
is predicted to pay for itself
within seven years. When considering sustainability projects
and grants, any payback under
ten years is considered a reasonable project. Over the summer of 2010, two other grants
were applied for and both were
awarded. The largest was for
building ,lutomation and energy management upgrades
for greenhouse gas reductions
at $154,160. A third grant of
34,347 was awarded for parking lot LED lights to reduce
energy consumption and cost.
Both were matched by the
University, and have payback
times of less than two years.
Although the solar panel project has the longest payback
time, it is the most visible, and

SUMMER

CO TI. 'UED FRO I P~GE: I

ession II from July 6th - August 16th. 1he Summer Session
schedule c.rn be viewed online
at the Univer ity website (under
"'Continuing Education") beginning the week of..\larch 14th, and
registr,ltion for Summer Session
course, begin \pril 4th.
Courses will be offered m the
following subject .ueas: Arabic,
Art, Biolog), Bu ines. , Chemistry,
Citizenship, Education, English,
Environmental tudies, History,
l\lannc Sciences, :\.lathematics,
• euroscicnce, Philosophy, Physics, Political cience, Psychology,
Religion, Sociology, and Sport
l\lanagement.
Internship opportunitie are available in most
departments this summer as well.
Summer is a great time to
explore an intriguing subject, try
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provides a visual testament to
the University's sustainability
efforts that may attract future
sustainably-minded students,
faculty, and staff.
In November 2008, UNE
President Danielle Ripich
signed the American College
& University Presidents' Climate Commitment, pledging
alongside over 650 other colleges and universities to take
steps to reach carbon neutrality. As a signatory of the
ACUPCC, UNE must submit
a Climate Plan this spring. Included in this plan are all the
initiatives UNE has already
taken to cut carbon emissions,
including the installation of
the solar panels. The solar
project has thus been key in
completing the Climate Action Plan as it shows the University's capacity for renewable
energy, improving the chances
that future projects are carried
out to fulfill the Climate Action Plan and reaching carbon
neutrality.
Cariddi says everyone is
very excited about the solar
panels as it is the University's
first experience with renewable energy, and it will reduce
the energy demand. She hopes
that students will come to the
unveiling ceremony on April
18th to learn more about the
project. The ceremony will be
held at 1pm in the Campus
Center Simard Room, with an
introduction by the President's
Office and a presentation of the
technology by ReVision Energy, with light refreshments
provided by the Department
of Environment,il Studies.
This event is part of the Earth
l\Ionth event series sponsored
by the Office of Sustainability
and Earth's ECO.

Congratulations to the
2011 Alpha Chi Inductees!
Stephanie T amulonis
BY ALYSSA FASTNACHT
Nor'easter Staff

Stacie Lee
Rachel Tamulonis
AliciaAgana

Alpha Chi is a National College Honor Society for students
who are in the top 10 percent of
the junior and senior classes. According to the website, "since 1922
its purpose has been to promote
academic excellence and exemplary
character among college and university students and to honor those
who achieve such distinction." The
Nor'easter News would like to
congratulate and recognize those
students at the University of New
England who are being inducted
this year.

MegynBeyer
Kathryn Leyden
Jessica Partlow
Elizabeth Fisher
MaegenJohnson
Matthew Anderson
Sarah Waterson
Abigail Raymond
Elizabeth Tripp
Anna Corridan
Rebekka Chenard
Cassandra Mancini
Amber Lane
Brittany Morley
Faculty Advisors:

Briana Chu

Haley Frizzell

Jennifer Christman

Jacqueline Desmond

MaryTaddia

Vernon Chan

Meaghan Tweedie

Kyle Cornell

Margaret Hutton

Joseph Gousse

Jordan Faloon

Alyssa Fastnacht

Ryan Kingston

Jarryd Rossignol

Breanna Gibson

Zachary Wagner

Charles Dowd

Tyler Brown

Shireen Rahman
Glenn Stevenson

LOGO COllRTF.SY OF ALPl IACHIHONOR ORG

Drew Ramsay
Erin Ward
Sarah Homich
Lauren Ball
Jennifer Barton
Kelsey Isham

215 Saco Ave Old Orchard

Nicholas Ostrander
Ellen Shores

out a new art medium, or get that
degree requirement out of the
way. New courses thi, summer
include Arabic and Culture (ARB
110/111), The World in Photos
and Words (ART 203), .. nd SGA:
F.lmily, Health & Social Change
(online SOC 224). Other online
courses that have been added to
the summer mi,, arc Intro to So-.
ciology, SCA: Sociolog) of Aging, ADV: l\kdical Sociology,
and an online Statistics course.
U;\IE welcomes students
from other universities and colleges who are home for the summer
and would like to take a course
or two to satisfy degree requirements. The university also invites
high school students Guniors and
seniors in fall 2011) to apply to
the new summer Early College
Program or to the Coastal Marine
Ecology Program - both opportunities for teens to earn college

credit while still in high school.
This summer, students can partiLipate in intensive Early College Programs in Pre-law Studies,
"Literature of the Sea," Neuroscience, or Coastal l\larine Ecology.
Field study, lab research, and ex
trncurricular activities are included in the two-week programs, as
are exciting field trips. Students
can live in a dormitory or commute. The application deadline
for the Early College and Coastal
Marine Ecology programs is Ma)
1.
For more information about
Summer Session at UNE or UNE
high school programs, call (207)
602-2050 or go to www.une.edu/
oce. The Office of Continuing
Education & Summer Programs
is located in 111 Decary Hall.
Visit us today!

934-PIZZ
-Great Brick Oven Specialties
-150 Beers From Around the World
-Newly Remodeled Nightclub

BOOK YOUR EVENT
HERE!!!
• BANQUETS FOR 20-250
PEOPLE
• GRADUAllON PAl?JlESII!
• BlRTHDAYS
Call 934-PIZZ
Check for pictures at
www .jimmygreeks.com
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Green the Residence Halls
and Do it in the Dark

Shut off the lights!

BY RYAN KINGSTON AND
BROOKE SWANSON
Nor'easter Staff
It's that time of year again
when the University of New England's Sustainability Office, in collaboration with the Residential
Student Life Association, hosts the
'Do it in the Dark' Residence Hall
Energy Competition. Residents
must compete to lower the amount
of energy used in their residence
hall over a four week period, from
March 21st through April 15th.
The energy usage of each residence
hall is recorded on meters installed
in each building, and compared to
the trial period energy usage that
was recorded before Spring Break.
The residence hall with the greatest percent decrease in energy per
resident wins the competition.
For the institution at large, this
competition is an important part of
UNE's sustainability efforts. As a
signatory of the American College
and University President's Climate
Commitment, UNE has pledged to

NEWS
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and wellness benefits. Also, much
like last year's competition, 'Do it
in the Dark' logo stickers and CFL
light bulbs will be passed out to
students to promote the event. The
residents of the winning residence
hall will also win the much soughtafter "Do it in the Dark'' t-shirts.
And, of course, bragging rights.
Avila Hall won the first annual
competition last year with Padua as
a close second. Frederick Hall and
Featherman both increased their
energy usage during the competition, landing them both in last
place. If these buildings are going
to have a chance at overcoming last
year's champion, a lot of work needs
to be done. Energy can be cut drasPHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES
tically by turning off overhead lights
and using desktop lamps with CFL
take efforts to reach carbon neutral- bulbs, unplugging all electronics
ity. As energy usage is a large part of that are not in use, using computany institution's carbon emissions, ers to watch TV shows instead of
this competition will reduce UNE's a television, and doing single, large
impact on the climate. It is also the loads oflaundry rather than several
hope of the Sustainability Office small ones. At the time of writing
that some of these themes of en- this article, the competition is anyergy efficiency will stick, fostering a one's game. Keep your eyes open in
culture of sustainability on campus. the Residence Halls for an update
This year, each day of the week will about who has taken the lead. With
be assigned a specific energy effi- a little action and creativity, your
cient theme. The days of the week hall could just pull ahead.
The 'Do it in the Dark' compewill be known as 'Short-Shower
Sundays,' 'Microwave-less Mon- tition is one part of a plethora of endays,"No TVTuesdays,"Wash-free vironmental events taking place for
Wednesdays,' Tug the Plug Thurs- Earth Month. Keep your eyes open
days,' 'Flip the Switch Fridays,' and for other events on both the Bidde'Sunlight Saturdays.' Following ford and Portland Campuses as we
these themes is a good way to re- get closer to Earth Day, including
duce energy throughout the week, guest lectures and presentations on
but the best way to cut energy usage campus sustainability. Some events
as a whole would be to take every will also offer giveaways, such as
recycled rubber Earth Bands and
initiative every day.
While the university and envi- lunch bags filled with green goods.
ronment will benefit from lowered For more information on UNE's
energy usage, there are benefits for environmental initiatives and Earth
everyone that gets involved. If you Day events, check out www.une.
unplug all your electronics and get edu/sustainability and the Envioutside, there are definite health ronmental Sustainabilitv ~t TTI\JE
Facebook page.
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Would you like to advertise
within the Nor'easter News?
Want a cheap, easy way to
connect with the UNE
community?

Are you a local business, restaurant,
agency (etc) that would like to target
students?

C

act our Advertising Manager:
Sean Doyle
sdoyle@une.edu

Press Release: "Cooperative Conservation Protects
Habitat and F ~onomy"
Joint conservation effort secures 1, /no-acres ofworkingforest.
BUCKFIELD, ME More than 1,200 acres of working forestland in Oxford County
will be protected by a conservation collaboration ofThe Nature
Conservancy, Small Woodland
Owners Association of Maine
and the Androscoggin Land
Trust.
New conservation easements
will ensure that this important
forestland is managed sustainably
so that it can continue to support
Maine's wood products industries, as well as providing wildlife
habitat and helping to protect
the quality of the Nezinscot ,ind
Androscoggin rivers.
The property, which is the
last piece of an anonymous
donation nude to The 1 aturc
Conservancv a decade ago, was

purchased in January by a timber
investment company. Over the
past decade, the Conservancy has
sought out landowners who will
manage the land in accordance
with the donor's wish that it
remain a part of the local forest
products economy, said William
Brune, director of land protection
for The Nature Conservancy.
"W e're pleased to see this
land conserved as wo1k111.!; forest,
so that it can cont 1t utt bnth to
habitat and to l\1aine\ forest tradition,il fr est indu,, r1es, Brllne
said.
The Small

,v

with sustainability criteria for
certified wood. SWOAi •
also purchased a smaller nearby
parcel that will be used to demonstrate environmentally sound
forestry methods. This week, the
demonstration forest was officially named the Everett Towle
Forest in honor of a past president and leader of the organization.
Everett lowle served for 34
1 ears w1tli the U.S. forest ServJCe
before ctiring in 1990, including
, ,t I i ". fore,ter for com,1ing th '<Jughout
r st system I ti
ot the Tn}O

·, ( Ii

V'1

forestland, requiring that future
harve,b be done in «CLordance

1

He
200 acr

,1 11

how generous Maine woodland
owners are, and how deeply they
care ~ hont their properties," said
To"' n",k, SWOAM's executive
director.
, .. .-b,:; forest conservati0
°n• ,...., the Everett
-• ·11 1- 1-ield byThe
.,,, li·ust, which
~ t,
' c;oo acres
1, ,·sey Bog watershed.
is of great importance
intering habitat and
r ,.,! breeding territory, and
· '· rn white cedar swamps
n, ;t ,1 ~s rare by the
aLUral Areas Program.
ir nearly a decade.Jersey
s been an area of focus for
anization," said Anr;gin Land Trust Executive
D
tor Tonathan P. LaBonte.

"Protecting the Androscoggin
River also means working aggressively to conserve critical lands
in its tributaries. We are proud
to ,,e part of this collaborative to
advaµce that."

For more information, contact:
Misty Edgecomb, Senior Media
Relations Manager
medgecomb@tnc.org
617-532-8317
The Nature Conservancy in
Maine
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Biddeford Police Blotter
3/25
-Reception approached by
female in the lobby who
advised she
was lost and scared. Requesting an officer check
her well being. Officer
Richardson met with the
female who was coming
from West Newfield and
could not find her residence. She was provided a
ride home.

pect in the incident has
also called, states he was
walking in the area and
thought the dog was loose
and going to charge at him
so he called to the owner
to please grab the dog, at
which point the owner
.threatened to call the police on him.
-States his friend's ex-boyfriend is driving her green
Focus and was tailgating
him and kept bumping his
car.

-Caller reporting that he
was driving in the area and
his vehicle was struck by a
brick. He states there is a 3/28
bunch of broken bricks in -Caller reporting that there
the road, he didn't notice is a male laying on the sideany damage to his vehicle walk across the street from
till he arrived home.
her residence. Caller asked
him about two hours ago
-Caller reporting that there if he was okay and he said
is a male subject in front of that he was. Caller thinks
her house teasing their dog, that he might be intoxithen he start yelling an
cated and she is ' worried
screaming at the callers because it is getting cold
husband. The alleged sus- outside.

USG

CONTINUED FROM PAGE l

join USG for the entire year. All
representatives will maintain their
positions until this time next year
when the 2012-2013 elections
take place.
In the meantime, Kuns says
that it has been very busy thus far.
Since March 25, three petitions
have been brought to the government's attention to be discussed
and voted on in the near foture.
As of right now, Kuns says that
all the new members seem to be
extremely excited and ambitious
about the year to come. He hopes
to keep this momentum going
during his term as president and
looks forward to developing USG
into a solid student government
organization.

-Caller reporting that his
neighbors in the building are threatening him
because he asked them to
quiet down. They are saying
that they are going to beat
him up. There is one male
threatening him and he is
accompanied by two other
males. The caller doesn't
hear anything more so he
thinks they may have returned back to their apartment or left the building.
-Caller requesting to speak
with an officer to find out
his options regarding his
girlfriend driving around
high on pills with his 7
month old son in the car.

Kuns says that, "As the former Student Recreation Senator,
I've grown to know one side of
campus. But, with my new position and the new developments
of the Harold Alfond Athletics
Complex and the environmental alterations being made to the
Campus Center, I hope to continue to expand my focus to all elements of campus while in keeping
with the knowledge I've obtained
thus far." In addition, Kuns also
encourages all undergraduate students to attend the USG meetings, held every Friday at 3:30 in
Alfond 205, in order to listen and
participate in open forums so that
everyone's voice gets heard. USG
is an ever-changing organization that hopes to bring a lot of
positive growth to UNE over the
course of the next year.
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-Gentleman in the lobby
requesting to speak with
an officer regarding his 10
year old daughter who stole
a cell phone, it has since
·been returned, but would
like his daughter spoken
to.
3/31
-Called to report that she
wants to turn over two
animals that she adopted.
These animals are now
hissing and attacking her.

PHOTO COURTESY OFWW\'V.FACEBOOK.COIWUNf-USG

Seaside Dining

S:..

3/30
-Caller advising juveniles
rang their doorbell and ran
towards the RR tracks.
States subjects tried to set
their truck on fire last week
and 1s wondering if they are
involved. States husband
· left the residence in his
truck towards the tracks in
an attempt to find them.

sending her lewd photos
over her cell phone. Female called back stating
she is going to take care of
it herself, does not wish to
see an officer.

-Caller advising her 15 year
old is out of control throw3/29
ing thinW!. States he is
-Reports male subject was upset because he was told -States he just moved here
backing his vehicle. She to go to bed after coming today and told his brother
started beeping her horn home late.
he could not move. in with
and male still backed into
him, brother showed up
her car. States he is "Out of -States an acquaintance anyway and is sitting outIt".
of her boyfriend has been side refusing to leave.

Biddef"ord~s only

-

-12yearoldand 10yearold,
father allegedly left after
yelling and swearing at the
. 10 year old, 12 year is worried about him as he left
very mad. Father is driving
a large white truck/suv.
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estimated the damage to be between 122 to 235 billion U.S.
dollars.111e Japanese government
has reported over 11,500 deaths,
2,800 injuries, and 16,000 still
missing. ;\[any have been frirced
to live in their cars or in shelters
because their homes have been
destroyed. Necessities such as
water have been depleted from
the remaining grocery stores.
The biggest cause for concern
right now are the nuclear power
plants located where the earthquake and tsunami hit. Cracks
were found in the infrastructures
of the plants, so they were shut
down for cooling. Pumps that
help in the cooling process were

broken, so nothing was properly
shut down. There have also been
numerous fires at the plants. Radiation levels inside the plants
are 1,000 times above the normal level, while they are 8 times
above normal level right outside
the plants. Trace amounts of radiation have also been found in
water and food in Japan, but the
readings vary drastically and are
said to not be accurate. People
on the west coast of the United
States have also been worried
about radiation. Even though
there is said to be no danger, iodine pills in California have been
sold out everywhere out of fear
for radiation traveling across the
Pacific Ocean.
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Experience UNE: Accepted Students Day
BY ALEX RUBIN
Nor'easter Staff
Saturday, March 26th, hundreds of students and their families flooded the UNE campus
for Accepted Students Day. This
is a unique day that students are
able to come experience UNE in
a bigger way than a campus visit
or tour. Parents and families are
also welcome because they have
just as many questions if not
more than their students, and this
is a day where all those questions
and interests will be addressed
and hopefully answered so that
they feel comfortable and excited
about sending their student to the
University of New England.
Starting their day with a welcoming from the University President as well as new USG president Gavin Kuns, the students
then broke off into small groups
to go experience a classroom setting with an actual professor from
the university. Parents were sent
off to multiple information sessions, as well as had the opportunity to take a campus tour.
Later in the day there was
a Department Fair held in the
gym. Here students were able to
talk to professors and other people involved in their major. Not
only were teachers present, but
many students from the majors
were also available so prospective
students were able to talk to current undergraduates and ask them
questions about their experience
at UNE. Many clubs and organizations, as well athletics were also
present at the fair so students were
able to find out what they might
want to be involved in when they
come to UNE. At some point in
the afternoon each family also
had the opportunity to experience
a lunch at Decary Dining Hall.

ALYSSA FASTNACHT, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Srudents at Accepted Srudents Day learn the Go Big Blue chant.

After lunch, students were
sent off to take their own campus tour. This tour was set up as
a scavenger hunt where groups of
students were escorted by a tour
guide or orientation leader to
different places on campus, and
at each stop they were given a
brief description of the building
or place and then given a picture
that they had to take before they
reached their next destination.
This was a great way for students
to be able to get to know the campus as well as have a little fun and
get to know other prospective
students.
Parents were also able to take

tours throughout the day. The option for a full campus tour, or just
a residence hall tour were both
available. This was a time for parents to ask all the questions they
had about the school without interrupting their child's experience
of a campus tour.
The Financial Aid department was located in Alfond for
the day. Parents could not only
go to an information session, but
also talk to representatives from
Financial Aid and ask any questions they may have about the
process or what type of financial
aid is available to students who
attend the university. The admis-

sions department was set up in
the Campus Center for the day.
Here students could actually put
down their deposit for their attendance in the fall semester at
the university.
UNE Orientation was also
available in the Multi Purpose
Rooms of the Campus Center.
The Orientation Advisors, Leaders, and staff were available to
answer any questions a parent or
student may have about Orientation and all the options a student
has for their orientation experience. Students were also able to
sign up for whichever orientation
session they wanted to attend.

Overall the day was a great
success. With over a thousand
people coming to the campus and
students and parents having questions about anything and everything, the people working this day
did a great job helping the families find out what they needed. A
tremendous thanks to the Admissions department and all the tour
guides for helping with this day,
as well as the Orientation team,
the school's tech department,
Campus Center staff, and all the
other departments and staff who
helped put on Accepted Students
Day.

Professor Spotlight: Matthew Anderson

Professor and English Department Chair,
Matthew Anderson.

BY IAURA CARTER
Nor'easter Staff
Entering the first floor of
Marcil, one cannot help but no-

tice the large, olive green, amorphous chairs that greet you as
you enter. If you have spent any
time on this floor of Marcil, then
you know that just beyond those
chairs, and the elevator-tucked
away right before the stairwell is
the English Department. This is
where one is able to locate the
office of Professor Matthew Anderson, who serves as the Chair
of the English Department (since
the fall of 2009) here at the University of New England.
When I came to meet him, the
English Department was exceptionally lively. There were students
lined up to meet with one professor
or another, and also students that
were waiting to meet with Professor Anderson as well. Though he
most definitely conducts himself
in a professional manner, when

we sat down to meet in his office,
there was a more casual feel. We
sat across from each other, but
rather than conversing across the
desk, sat in two chairs that were
placed skewed for conversation; as
a student it was nice to feel equal
rather than divided by a desk barrier. Sitting at this angle also allowed me to take note of his numerous collections of literature,
piles of folders, and boxes of what
appeared to be papers from when
he himself was a student.
Growing up, Anderson spent
the ages of six-sixteen living in
France. When it became time for
him to attend college, he went to
Colorado College-a small liberal
arts college in Colorado Springs
where students take only one class
at a time under a block scheduling type program. It is here that
Please see ANDERSON, page 6.

Anderson had a "conversion experience" and ultimately got his
bachelor's degree in Comparative
Literature, owing a course he was
taking in Greek Philosophy the
stepping stone that led him down
the humanities pathway.
Anderson
furthered
his
education by receiving both his
master's degree and his doctorate
degree from Yale University in
Comparative Literature as well.
With his doctorate degree, he was
able to become a college professor, and began his teaching career
at the same location he began
his undergraduate studies. Overall, Professor Anderson has been
teaching for about fifteen years,
ten of those years being spent
here at UNE. When I asked what
areas of study he was particularly
interested in, he replied: "The

subfield of Legal Literature, or
more generally put-Law and the
Humanities. I am interested in
the question of how law and justice are represented in literature.'·
His passion for these subjects are
reflected in the work that he has
done with another member of
the UNE English Department,
Professor Catherine 0. Frank.
Together they co-edited a book
with Austin Sarat entitled: Law
and the Humanities: an Introduction. They also have another
project coming out entitled: Options for Teaching Literature and
Law. Some classes that he teaches
in the realm of the topic of law
include: Freedom and Authority,
Justice, and Guilt.
It is clear that besides his
passion for law and literature, that
he has a passion for teaching in
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Answer:

Dear Diva's
Advice
BYANONYMOUS
Nor'easter Contributor
**DISCLAIMER: Nor'easter
News is not responsible for any of
the content in the Dear Diva Advice Column. Dear Diva, in some
instances, is meant to be humorous.
Please take her advice lightly.**

ANDERSON
CONTINUED FRO~! PAGE 5

general. Upon asking him what
his favorite memory he has had
as a teacher thus far, he was taken
aback and paused for a moment.
"It is moments like these," he began, "where students ask insightful questions that make me pause
for a moment or two. I love being
a teacher because of the classroom, and the student/teacher
classroom bonding that you can
have." He continued with saying,
"I like to share the tradition of
art and literature, I love advising
and meeting with students-especially in the 18-24-year-old age
bracket-it offers rewarding conversation." He brought up a book
that he had recently read called
Rules for Old Men Waiting by
Peter Pouncey. Anderson explains
the book in that: "teaching really
becomes interesting when it is not
about me [the teacher]." It seems
that it also addresses the difference
between actually teaching and
putting on a performance, which
Professor Anderson expressed he
self-reflects upon those differences benveen the two. If I had
not been convinced already at this
point in our talk, it was evident
now that Professor Anderson will
be continuing to teach for a very

Holla! How are my little, advice seeking, desperate souls doing? I know that tons of events
have taken place since the last issue
of the fabulous Nor'easter News. I
have received DOZENS of advice
requests over the past couple of
weeks. It is clear to me that as the
semester comes closer and closer
to an end, more an more problems
are popping up. Whether it be with
relationships, academics, residence
hall living.. .You all have a complaint! With this, comes a need for
some advice. Let me help you, my
desperate children.
long time, and even said that he
has "at least twenty-five to thirty
years more" in him for his career.
Naturally, as an English professor, I couldn't resist asking him
what his favorite novel was, this
acted as a difficult task to come up
with an answer for. He offered me
two responses: Ulysses by James
Joyce, and One Hundred Years
of Solitude by Gabriel Garcia
Marquez. Both of these novels
are very different from each other,
and he offered two very different reasons for liking them both.
Due to his "personal taste in art
and literature" Professor Anderson loves the Joyce novel because
of its modern style, saying, "I am
comfortable with freedom in respect to form. Modernism speaks
to me; it's what I studied in grad
school. I also like that Joyce takes
all of these different parts/voices,
combined in this stylistic adventure, and makes it his own." In
regards to the novel by Marquez,
he offered up a fun background
story about Marquez literally
turning his family around on their
way for vacation because he had
thought of the first line; when
he returned home, he wrote for
a solid six months straight. The
popular opening line to the novel
is: "Many years later, as he faced
the firing squad, Colonel Aure-

Question:

Dear Diva,
I was really, really shocked with
the way people were conducting
themselves at UNE's Semi-Formal this past weekend. The way in
which some of them were dancing
was really...shocking. I'm kind of a
wall-flower, so I don't necessarily fit
in with the crowd that was dancing
in this way. However, this crowd
seemed to be the "good/cool" crowd
of people-the people that everyone
seems to like. I really want to be
more like that... But I question
liano Buendia was to remember
that distant afternoon when his
father took him to discover ice."
For Anderson, this novel gives "us
a sense that the spirits arc with us
and that major literature could be
fantastical and dream like. It is
enchanting, and not in beauty but
in a disenchanting sort of waywisdom literature and what it
means to know, how we measure
the world."
Before I left, I asked for some
parting words of wisdom. He offered this quote by the modernist painter Matisse: "Art is life by
other means." After that, he said,
"it seemed to hold some wisdom
for me." Professor Matthew Anderson is a brilliant person as well
as professor. He is enthusiastic
about his studies, encouraging to
those he advises (even if they are
not strictly English majors). He
offers guidance to his students,
and works really hard to make
sure [you] are getting the education [you] are paying for. If you
have never had class with him, or
stopped by his office for advice-I
highly recommend paying a visit
because meeting with him, or
taking one of his classes could become your stepping stone to the
path of the humanities.

whether this is a good idea or not?
W hat do you think?
-Wallflower
Answer:

Dear Wallflower,
Not to quote Ke$ha, but we
are who we are. Don't feel like you
have to conform to anyone's idea of
what "cool" is. Believe me, you were
not the only one staring at those
people and thinking things about
them. Lucky for them, most of
your thoughts seemed to be positive. However, the way some people
look at them is not so positiveparticulalry the ways in which they
were conducting themselves. Let
me put it this way-a dance floor
is not a place to get pregnant, you
know what I'm saying?! For real,
that dancing was nasty...I'm pretty
sure some of those girls, and guys,
lost their dignity on the dance floor.
Be proud of who you are. It sounds
like you're an upright person. Hang
in there. Haters gonna hate!
Question:

Dear Diva,
I'm having some trouble with
my girlfriend. I've been pretty
stressed as of late, and I've sort of
put on some weight over the past
few months. When we met, I was
in really good shape and she regularly told me how nice I looked. I
also told her, and still do, that she is
beautiful constantly-because she is!
However, now I'm not nearly as in
shape, and she looks the same. I just
haven't had the time to work out,
and staying up late continuously to
do work has caused me to eat some
not so great things. She tells me
that I'm still doing it for her...but
I wonder if she's just being nice?
What should I do?

Dear Not-So-In-Shape,
First off. ..l'm going to make
some assumptions based off of
what you said in your question to
me. It sounds like you and your girl
are pretty serious, and I'm guessing that you trust her. If you trust
her, then you shouldn't question her
when she says you are still doing it
for her. You should trust her. To me,
it sounds lilce you are having the
doubts about yourself YOU have
to be able to rev your own engine
before you can rev someone else's,
you know what I'm saying?! In other words, you have to be OK with
yourself before anyone else can be.
Regardless of how busy you are, it
seems like you use to work out regularly and such ...You've recognized
that you want to do it again, so do
it! The Diva always says, "Honey, if
you don't have time to be healthy,
then you don't have time for anything else." Think about cutting
back on some of your commitments. You can only be good for, or
at, whatever you are doing ifyou are
healthy. So, you know you can do
it, you just have to. You can be fly
again, you know it!
Question:

Dear Diva,
Who are you? I have been
reading you all year and I want to
know!
-Must Know!
Answer:

Dear Must Know!,
Do you really think I'm just
going to tell you?! Please, Honey.
Clearly you need some more advice. Step off, fool. Things about to
be crazy up in here!

-Not-So-In-Shape

According to Scrivs

BYSTEVESCRIVENER
Nor'easter Staff
As we dip our feet into the
beginning of April and start to
march down the final stretch of
second semester, let's take note of
all the thing that have highlighted this memorable 2010-2011
academic school year at the U.
To start off, as our school has
expanded its student body as well
as its surface area, one aspect that

the higher ups completely forgot
to focus on was the ever important parking situation. There just
so happened to be a large sum of
money forked our way to construct ne:w dorms and lacrosse
field, in addition to the future
sports complex that should be finished within the next two years.
With that being said our student body has increased remarkably, but no one seemed to deem
it necessary to pave more than 200
extra parking spaces. Don't get me
wrong, I may be a bit biased because I have definitely accumulated my fair share of parking tickets
in the last two years at this school,
but some; if not most of them,
have reasonable explanation. Although I know that somewhere
in the little fine print it states that
just because you purchase a commuter parking pass you are not
free to park anywhere on campus,
but let's be real, it's just way more

convenient to park right in front
of the campus center than parking 100 yards further in the parking lot.
Anyways, moving along to
another point of interest that has
been on most people's minds this
season; the party scene, or lack
there of. Freshmen have trouble
believing that there were consistently good parties last year; however, anyone that was here last vear
can back me up on that. But ·this
year, the police department has
made a commitment to enforcing
the laws and protecting our local
community, even if it directly correlates in there being fewer parties this year. If that hasn't sparked
frustration in many of us, then the
extended winter season surely has
aggravated the hell out of most of
us.
I am not anti snow or winter,
from about late November until
early March, if that is as long as

it goes. But the fact that we had
a snow storm last Friday on April
1st has proven that Mother Nature hands-down wins the award
for the best April Fools joke in
recent years. At a time where we
should be digging through the
spring wardrobe and pulling out
the flip flops, we have a snow
day that keeps us inside while we
would much rather be throwing
the Frisbee outside.
Although this spring season
has been a bit delayed, I can assure that the wait is surely worth
the reward, especially since the
Spring Concert is right around
the corner. I am sure most of us
have heard rumors in regards to
who this years performer is, however, after last year I learned that
rumors arc simply rumors, and
that the headliner band is not announced until two or so days before the actual concert.
With that being said, there

is no need for me to create false
speculation that circulates around
who we may be possibly rocking
out to in just under a month. Just
note that as the snow finally does
melt and the choice of whether to
study or walk down to the beach
becomes an extremely tough decision, be sure to take advantage
of all the opportunities around
the Biddeford and Central Maine
communities because we really
do have it much better than most
other universities around us.

COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

There is just no parking at UNE!
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Professors Say the Darndest Things
BY LAURA CARTER
Nor'easter Staff
The end of the semester is fast
approaching. There are only a few
weeks left now until Easter, and
then it will soon be finals week.
The winter winds have still been
blowing, but soon it will peak at
40 degrees and everyone will make
their way to uNE's paradise, the
beach behind the MARC building.
Until that time comes, we've been
stuck in classrooms, staring out
the windows (that don't open ... )
and hoping that the sun will poke
through the grey clouds in the sky
while our professors drone on in
the background. Luckily for ustheir intellect and sharp wit keep
lectures interesting; here is my
week in quotes-because my professors say the darndest things ...

"There is a proportionate
order to Transformers, I suppose ... "
"Don't know where to go
from there? You open that
box and you just leave it?!"
"Whenever I try to sing, it
just makes me feel awful... "

"I know we're just supposed
to be having dinner together,
but I think I'll sneak into your
bedroom instead ... "
''.And then they like-dress
him up as a Barbie doll!"
"Christian magic would not
allow you to turn yourself into
a giant and live after you get
your head cut off .. "
"I wasn't sure---so then I
Googled it and all
these websites came
up on how to give
yourself a tattoo in
French ... "

made--it was like a status
symbol before there were
sports cars."
"Those of you who have
ever had a drink in your
life--hopefully not most of
you ... but hey-I'm not your
parents."
"Which is why I don't go to
dance clubs, because then I
would be forced to do something I'm not very good at."

"Then you just get your ho
and beat them to death ... "

"It's like sea monkeys!"
"A lot oflove poetry turns out
to be more narcissistic."
Floods of gems from your
own professors have been coming
in. Here's what they had to say:
"You guys stop with the pages
and the bullshit and study the
god damn stuffi"
'Tm on a drug called Charlie
Sheen."
"He has two goddesses, a big house, and
seven grams of crack."
"I could just turn
around and give him a
hug and nuzzle up in
that beard, and smell his
Karlness."

"For a person
whose not really
into that ... meaning
me ... "
"You had a still-life

Professors Say the Darndest Things!
s stu ents we spen ours upon ours in e c assroom, ·stening to our pro essors ecture on a out w a
e need to know. At any point during these hours have you thought to yourself that you just couldn't believe wha
ame out of your professor's mouth? Often times do you find yourself wondering how exactly what they said was
elevant to the lecture? If you said yes to at least one of these questions .. .It is likely that your professors say th
arndest things and you should write down these random and obscure things and send them into: lcarter4@une.
edu. By doing so, your anonymous professor quote could appear in the next Professors Say the Darndest Things i
e upcoming issue ofNor'easter News. Don't pass up the chance to share something funny that your professo
said; these things are priceless.

Factory Scheduled
Maintenance Inspection
Save Over $:LOO

"It's always awkward when
you find a guy living in the
dumpster... "
"It's like Justin Bieber. Anybody a fan of the Biebmeister?!"
"I grew to detest my friends
around the Round Table at
the Long Life Veggie House."

The end of the semester is fast
approaching. Pretty soon, it will
be that time again-where we all
camp out in the library and have
coffee (or other caffeinated beverages) flowing through our ·veins
rather than the usual red substance.
But for now, we've still got a few
more weeks of classes to enjoy.
Don't forget to send in your very
funny professor quotes-the last
issue of the paper is approaching
and soon it will be too late! Remember: if you hear anything that
your professor says in class, and find
it even the slightest bit funny, send
it in anonymously to lcarter4@
une.edu to have a chance of it appearing in the next (and last!) Professors Say the Darndest Things.

Includes:
Charging System Analysis
Cooling System Test
Brake Inspection
Fluid Procedure
Labor Costs
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Mail-in
Rebate

M a il- in
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lect tires only.
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Rough Start for Women's Lacrosse

Hannah Tavella helps out the team with scoring.

BY DEANNA BAUMERT
Nor'easter Staff
For a team that is half made
up of rookies, UNE's women's lacrosse is doing the best they can
and may be making a comeback.

A
disappointing season
opener against Wellesley College
on March 5th ended in a 21-11
loss. Top scorers for UNE were
first-years Hannah Tavella with
four goals and Sadie MacLean
with three goals. Sophomore

Cara Cole contributed one point
and her career-high five assists,
which was also a match-best.
The team's first win came
against the University of Southern
Maine on the 8th. The Nor'easters
were down by one going into the

second half but added six successful shots onto their score to
end with the 12-8 victory. Senior
Danielle Cate lead in scoring
with four goals and one assist to
classmate AngelJarmusz at 16:44
in the second half while Tavella
put a total of three points on the
score board. Goalie Samantha St.
Pierre was in for the full 60 minutes and made nine saves.
Another second half comeback during their next match
brought the team close to a win
against Salve Regina University but they were not quite able
to pull it off. Down by four and
with Salve Regina continuing to
build on their lead, UNE surged
back with 12 more points bringing their score from seven to 19.
Contributing to the comeback
were Cate with three of her five
goals made during the game and
Cole with three goals, two of
which were made within 11 seconds of each other near the end of
the match. Also scoring for UNE
was first year Gina Iannazzi with
her first career point.
Another big second half effort brought the Nor'easters to a
tie against Mount Holyoke College but a last minute goal by the
opposing team lead to a 11-10 loss

for UNE. The team took an early
lead within the first four minutes
of the game thanks to goals by
Cole and MacLean but Mount
Holyoke came back to end the
half with eight points to UNE's
three. The second half saw the
Nor'easters scoring seven to the "
other team's three points but the
last goal made with three seconds
left in the game by Mount Holyoke put another loss on UNE's
record.
The next three matches
against Roger Williams, Gordon
College, and Western New England College also ended in losses
for UNE but the team was finally
able to seize their second victory
of the season in a home match
against Regis College on March
29th.
The team completely destroyed Regis, who did not score
a single point. Tavella had four
goals, including the last goal made
with one second left in the second
period, and four assists, giving her
the game high eight points. Junior Jenna Barton and first-year
Cassidy Ruocco both had two
goals and one assist for the team.
St.Pierre made four saves over the
course of the match to help end it
at a 17-0 victory.

Intramural Recap
BY SEAN DOYLE
Nor'easter Staff
As the regular season comes
to a close, the athletes get ready to
chase a t-shirt in basketball, but
softball and volleyball are on the
horiwn for UNE's finely conditioned athletes.
Chelsey Meszaros, UNE's
intramural marketing intern said
the spring semester has been going well, "The spring semester
has started off really well. We
have a very competitive intramural basketball league both male
and female. The regular season is
wrapping up this week with playoffs starting the week of the 4th.
There are 14 men's teams and 10
women's teams this year. Leading
the white division are the undefeated Coitus Interuptus. Also
undefeated, the Biddeford Bulldogs are in charge of their blue
divis10'1 In tbe women's bracket,
onlv one undefeated team still
stands tall: Ball ;\le.
\Ve are startrng the softball
and beach volleyball this coming week. There are a plethora of
teams this year trying to compete
for the coveted intramural championship."
The spring semester hopes to
offer even more diverse programs
than in the oast. Meszaros added

"There is the possibility of more
tournament style opportunities,
hoping to offer sports like kickball and street hockey." Both of
these events would be brand new
to UNE, and would bring a lot of
excitement and energy to the program.
Sportsmanship is always a
focus of the intramural program
and this year it has been consistent although some referees have
had to blow the whistle. "Sportsmanship overall has been good.
We do give the occasional tech nical, but overall the students and
faculty are there to have fun." For
participants sportsmanship is always something to remember and
be aware of
Intramurals continue to provide fun and exciting opportunities for UNE to get involved
and have a lot of fun in a relaxed
atmosphere, but they do keep
scores and standings. Among the
season's best teams are TO.G. at
5-1, and the BALListic Weapons
at 4-2, to go with the aforementioned Coitus, Bulldogs, and Ball
Me. Victorious Secret, and the
Big Blue Ballers also look strong
in the women's division.
Meszaros advises students to
"Keep signing up for the sports
and helping us grow the proWater polo in action.
srram."

PHOTO COURTESY OF PATIYWILUAMS
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UNE Hosts Reverse Triathlon
BYSEANDOYLE
Nor'easter Staff
UNE hosted a reverse triathlon on Sunday, April 3rd. The
event was the reverse of a traditional triathlon because the events
are run in reverse order of a traditional triathlon.
Amy Quinn, the director of
the race comments. "The UNE
Nor'easter Reverse Triathlon is
different because the events are
run in reverse order of a tradition-

al triathlon. Normally a triathlon
starts with a swim, progresses
to the bike, then finishes with a
run. We are reversing the order
because it's so early in the season.
Coming out of the water and getting on a bike creates a wind chill
in normal conditions, and is not
healthy in April in Maine, where
it could be 30 degrees. So we've
put the swim last. Incidentally,
there are many reverse triathlon
events throughout the country, so
we are not that unique." The idea

Softball Starts Hot
BY SEAN DOYLE
Nor'easter Staff
After a spring break trip
in Florida, and cold weather in
Maine, the softball team seems
unaffected by the mercury stick
this season. After losing their
first four in a row, UNE has gone
on to win 15 of their next 16, including every single one of their
TCCC games. They currently sit
at 8-0 in the conference and 15-5
overall. Coach Letellier on playing in Florida says, "Coach Wallace and I saw a lot ofgood things
in Florida. We were able to try
players at a number of positions
and really test depth. We started
slow as we were winless in the
first four games but ended the trip
winning four out of five to come
home at 5-5."
Coach Dan Letellier has big
expectations for this season and
they seem to be well on their way
to meeting these goals. Letellier
explains, "This year, as we do every
year, we set out to win our conference. We feel with the current
make up of the team we should be
contending with the likes of Endicott & WNEC (Western New
England College)." The team is
off to a hot start and will look
to keep the momentum as they
head into the middle part of their
schedule where they have numerous TCCC opponents waiting for
them.
The team will rely on their
strength and depth on the pitching rubber, Letellier says, "Pitching & D epth, we return all of
pitchers from last season. We
also have added some key players

U. 'E pit her, Erm Lyon

who can play multiple positions."
Two of these pitchers will be Amber Zablowsky, and Erin Lyons.
Zablowsky led the team in wins
with 14, ERA at 1.44, and innings
pitched. Lyons had 10 wins, and
led the team in strikeouts with 84
on the year.
The team is balanced but also
has "weaknesses," or opportunities, as Coach Letellier put it. "I
do not like to talk of weaknesses
but I look at them as opportunities. The biggest opportunity that
I see is just the belief in ourselves
and what we can accomplish.
When we come to play our type
of game we will be tough to beat.
We need to limit the mental mistakes and not be afraid to be aggressive and make things happen."
The team so far has limited the
mental mistakes and has shown
aggressiveness when appropriate.
UNE did lose some key seniors last season but the coach
feels confident with his team's
flexibility and first year players.
"We have some talented first year
players who will be asked to play
an important role. Amanda Vaudreuil will step in as our primary
short stop, as well as Allie Frazier
who will take over in left field.
Each of these players come from
a strong high school as well as a
strong summer travel program.
W e also have some returning
players who will see increase time
and the versatility will make them
that much more valuable to the
team and their success."
As UNE progresses through
the season they hope for warmer temperature and to stay hot
against their T CCC foes.

is a fun way for endurance athletes
to "shake off the winter dust", and
get moving and get active this
spring. The event will start with a
3.1 mile run on a loop course and
return to an indoor transition in
the gymnasium of the Campus
Center. The run will be followed
by an 11 mile loop bike course on
very smooth (really) pavement.
After traveling through transition
the second time, the race finishes
with a 150 yard snake swim in the
indoor pool. The snake swim involves swimming down the pool
in lane 1, back in lane 2, down in
lane 3, back in lane 4, down in lane
5, back in lane 6 and then climbing out of the pool and crossing
the timing mat.
The unique structure of the
event alters the preparation, and

stra.tegy of a participant. Qyinn - doors, including the swims. It's
adds, "Instead of starting Qut with much more efficient to swim in
minimal attire and adding lay- open water (lake or ocean) then to
ers as you go, reverse triathletes try and squeeze 500+ participants
will be shedding layers. An ath- into a pool. You can find indoor
lete generates a lot of body ·heat triathlons in cold climates where
on the run, but cools off quickly people are forced inside due to
on the bike, so it will be impor- weather."
tant for them to have an additionQuinn ; tates that it is the first
al layer of clothing when on the time UNE has held such an event,
bike. Depending on the weather, and they plan to have it b(:come a
this may include a windbreaker, tradition. "This is the first time
gloves, and ear protection. It will a triathlon has been held at UNE,
also be important for athletes to and we look forward to continuwear a swim or tri suit under their ing this tradition every year. It's a
clothing throughout the event, so great event to showcase the hidwhen they get to the second tran- den gem of a campus we have
sition and head to the swim, all here at UNE."
they have to do is strip down to
The event was a fun way for
their suit." The indoor swim is a endurance athletes to get their
very unique part of the triathlon, 2011 season started.
"Most triathlons are held out-

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNE COMMUNICATIONS

UNE M en's Lacrosse

Men's Lacrosse: Making a Comeback?
BY DEANNA BAUMERT
Nor'easter Staff
The men's lacrosse team
started their season off on the
right foot. After having to postpone their season opener against
Husson University to M arch 6th,
they gave it their all in an effort
that ended in a 15-4 win.
The first period saw the
Nor'easters leading 4-2 thanks
to two goals from junior Dylan
Thomas, and one goal a piece from
senior Luke Difiore and first-year
Dan O'Gorman. UNE continued
to dominate in the second period
with SLX goals, three of which were
made between 3:03 and 2:04 left
in the period by junior i\11ch,tel
Pennacchio and sophomore T~ !er
Thomas. Husson once again went
scoreless in the third period while
the , or'easters added three more
points to their score. The fourth
period ended with one last goal
for UNE by first-year Nick Gross.
In the goal, junior ate Porter
and sophomore Jay Letendre each
made four saves.
The home opener also helped

O'Gorman prove himself to The
Commonwealth Coast Conference which named him Rookie of
the W eek. In addition to scoring
two goals and having one assist
in the match against Husson, he
won seven out of eigh t face-offs
and picked up 10 ground balls,
the match best.
The team's first loss came
two days later against Bates College in their first away match but
they came back with a 12-8 win
against the University of Southern Maine on the 10th. A team
best of three go<tls was made by
Tyler Thomas while teammates
Difiore, Pennacchio, ,md I )1, n
Thomas scored t\vo goal a p· L
A five game losin
rcak
came next but it wasn't for ,l k ot
effort. In their game ag in t R,~h
,1rd Stockton on March 16th, the
team was only two points away
from a win. In the second period,
the opposing team racked up
five goals to UNE's one goal and
though the Nor'easters fought
back in the final period with four
points, it just wasn't enough to
capture a win.

The team finally came back
with a bang on March 29th with
a win against Regis College, who
they crushed 22-0. UNE took
over the score board from the first
period with seven goals and then
continued their lead in the next
period with five goals. The third
period was no different as the
team scored seven more points
while Regis was still unable
to. score. The final three points
made in the last period put the
Nor'easter's score up to 22, leaving Regis in the du ,
Eleven players :>red in the
game, including G1
and Tyler
Thomas with four
each and
Dylan Thomas wit hree goals.
Pennacchio and se1
Billy Davis and Steve Snu
ntributed
tvvo goals apiece t
Nick Wilson, Brent Bourgeois,
HO\vie Theberge, Pat Wolfe, and
O'Gorman were the other scorers
for UNE. Senior Joe Bussiere and
O'Gorman won a total of 15 out
of 18 face-offs.
We'll see if the team can keep
climbing its way back up and pull
off a great season.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Movie Review: Limitless

Multicultural Heritage
Show
BY ALYSSA FASTNACHT
Nor'easter Staff

BY SHARRA PAQUEREAU
Nor'easter Staff
The dictionary definition of
limitless is "without limit; boundless" and this film lives up to its
definition. "Limitless," directed
by Neil Burger, begins as a drama
about a failing writer and morphs
with dizzying speed into a tale of
pharmaceutical abuse and corporate financial corruption. Then,
just when you think you have
figured out what movie you are
watching, it turns into a murder
mystery that feels a little like a spy
thriller. Got that? No? Well don't
worry it's not over yet; before the
credits role "Limitless" dabbles
with the genres of comedy, romance, political drama, and horror. Surprisingly, this conglomeration of genres does not result in
an unwatchable mess but a fascinating carnival of colors, sounds,
and ideas.
At its core, "Limitless" is a
Cinderella story, only this version has a down on his luck writer
named Eddie (Bradley Cooper)
who sleeps in a crappy apartment
instead of a fireplace, has a sleazy,
drug dealing ex-brother-in-law in
place of a fairy godmother who
offers the next big street drug,
"bibbity-bobbity-boo," and whose
consequences are much more severe than turning your coach back
into a pumpkin at midnight.

When we first meet our Cinderella he is not exactly having
a good day, his book (a complex
science fiction novel) has not even
been started and his editor is losing patience, his long time girlfriend (a woefully underused Abbie Cornish) has just kicked him
to the curb, and he is drinking
with his former brother-in-law
at two in the afternoon. However,
said brother-in-law has a solution
to all his problems, and it comes in
the form of an unimpressive clear
pill called NZT. This little pill allows the user to utilize all of their
brain power rather than the measly nyenty percent we usual have
at our disposal. Within minutes
of ingesting the pill we see that
this drug dealer was not lying.
Under the influence ofNZT
Eddie cleans up his apartment,
smoothes over his relationship
with his landlady, writes his novel
in one sitting, and comes to the
conclusion that he has to have
more NZT. Eventually, he gets
his hands on the dealers supply of NZT and we get our first
peek into the dark and dangerous
world that Eddie is about to dive
into head first.
The more NZT Eddie takes
the more successful he becomes,
eventually getting back together
with his girlfriend, and hired as a
financial advisor at a furn run by
Carl Van Loon (Robert De Niro,

performing with quality as usual). However, just as everything
seems to be falling into place Eddie learns that having it all comes
with a price. I won't say too much
here but it involves amnesia, angry loan sharks, a possible murder,
and an ex-wife.
"Limitless" offers up an entertaining, fast, fun movie with
some truly lasting imagery. The
disorienting, trippy, fast paced
shorts of the New York streets will
leave your head spinning and one
particularly disturbing, desperate
action of drug addiction will turn
your stomach, I won't go into the
details here but trust me you will_
know when you see it.
Overall, this film was well cast
from Cooper, whose charm and
style is enough make you root for
him as he tries to escape from a
trap of his own making, to De
Niro, who is perfect in his role as
a financial tycoon willing to do
anything to keep Eddie under his
thumb. My only real complaint is
the casting of Abbie Cornish as
the girlfriend, she does a fine job
with what she is given, but consistently feels like an excuse to have
an attractive blonde on screen for
short periods of time. Despite the
one minor complaint I enjoyed
and highly recommend seeing
"Limitless".

As we walk around campus it
is fairly obvious that the students
here are a lot alike. What we tend
to forget, though, is how diverse
we actually are. However, Friday
night's Multicultural Heritage
Show sponsored by UNitEd was
a great reminder of how different
our backgrounds are whether we
come from overseas or not.
At the door each attendee
was given a "Passport to Culture,"
and that's exactly what you walked
into. The night started with an
introductory dance and a short
skit in which some travelers were
looking for UNE's water treatment plant. Along the way, they
met a number of people from different cultures and it was a great
way to begin the show.
Roxanne Longoria, Multicultural Affairs Coordinator, and
senior student, Ahmed Elkady,
were the emcees of the event and
did a great job keeping things
interesting in between acts. The
fashion show portion of the night
was actually split up into a bunch
of shorter segments instead of
having them come out all at once.
The audience was able to see traditional clothing for both celebratory events like weddings as well
as every day wear for a number
of different countries such as:
Greece, China, Philippines, Tahiti, Thailand, Cambodia, Pakistan,
Jordan, Somalia, India, Sri Lanka,
Lebanon, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Kenya and even some Native American and Hawaiian clothes. The
outfits ranged from very simple
to incredibly intricate, but all were
beautiful and very interesting.
Besides the fashion show,

there were some international
spotlights, dancing, singing, and
instrumental performances. Some
of the spotlights were on Holland,
Jamaica, and Kenya. Each presenter talked about stereotypes,
history, and also things like what
their given names were, so attendees were able to learn a lot about
the origins of their classmates and
students.
The dancing all night was incredible and ranged from Latin to
Bollywood. Students danced the
Bachata, Merengue, and Punta
which are all very energetic and
traditional Latin and Belizean
dances. The Bollywood dance
was very similar to what we see
in hip-hop dancing and was also
really fun and upbeat, but looked
incredibly tiring. I give the dancers a lot of credit for being able to
do it all!
There were also musical in. strument performances by a student who played the dulcimer
and the African Drumming class.
When the drummers were finished, to close out the show, all
of the students who participated
in it came on stage to do a final
dance which incorporated a lot
of audience participation as well.
Then Ahmed and Roxanne invited everyone to stay after for a
Global Dance Party.
The Multicultural Heritage
Show was such a great opportunity to learn about the people we
are in class with every day. It was
incredible to be truly immersed
in the diversity and culture that
the University of New England
has to offer. I think it was a huge
surprise to many of us to see how
much diversity there actually is
in a little town like Biddeford,
Maine.

THE
NOR'EASTER NEWS
IS ONLINE!

Nor'easter News is available online!
You can catch up on all the latest articles, pictures, and
videos; post your comments; browse the newspaper's
archives; and suggest your own news stories or events.
Check us out now at
noreasternews.com
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Miss UNE 2011

Is "Backstreet Back" at UNE?

BY D EIDRE DICKER
Nor'easter Staff
Some of our classiest "women" of UNE joined forces this
Saturday night to entertain the
population at Miss UNE - the
evening was filled with laughter
and lots of leg, with no shortage
of man-on-man lap dances. The
event was hosted by returning
champ Kimmy Head, Miss UNE
2010. Proudly strutting her stuff
in a pair of black pumps and a
pencil skirt, Kimmy confidently
opened by thanking the audi-

ence for coming, and adding that
she'd improved even more since
last year - quitting drinking on
Mondays being one of her major
accomplishments.
The MPR's were packed,
with a long line of students waiting outside the door before it was
even 7:30. Chairs were set up on
either side of a long runway with
the judges' panel front and center.
Excitement mounted as the lights
were dimmed and the first contestants were introduced. There
were seven lovely ladies - unfortunately, due to the promiscuity of

their names, I am not able to print
them in the paper. The first contestant set the stage for elegance
when she came out in a chic black
dress and heels - despite a little
leg wobbling - and left the audience with a perfect view of her ...
undies. The crowd murmured in
excitement in anticipation of more
flashings. Kimmy bantered with
Daryl Conte, the VIP of the night
who received special attention
from both the host and contestants, then continued to introduce
the rest of the girls. The beautiful girls expressed great diversity,

·The Wedding Singer
BY CONSTANCE GLYNN
Noreaster Staff
Last year, around this time,
hundreds of people packed the
Biddeford CityTheater to witness
the UNE Players' production of
the famous musical Grease. The
show was a huge hit and received
a lot of positive criticism. \,Veil, it
is once again time for the UNE
Players to perform. This upcoming weekend, UNE Players will
take to the stage for the spring
musical. This year, they will be
performing The Wedding Singer,
a musical with music b) Matthew Sklar and lyrics by Chad
Beguelin, which is based off the
1998 film The Wedding Singer.
\Vritten by Tim Herlihy, the film
stars Adam Sandler as the wedding singer who plays opposite to
Drew Barrymore, the waitress he
falls in love with.
As for a historical background
of the musical, it first opened on
Broadway at the Al Hirschfield
Theatre on April 27th, 2006, and
closed after 284 performances
the same year on December 31st.
Since 2007, there have been two
very succes ful national tours and
there have also been international
adaptations and tours in Sweden,
the UK, Australia, the Philippines, and Japan. Upon its reception, the show was nominated
for multiple Tony, Drama Desk,

and Drama League awards. The
whole show acts as a tribute to
the 80s, complete with a couple
of dozen 80s songs, dances, and
typical costumes. It is set in New
Jersey in 1985.
The antagonist of the production, Robbie Hart, gets dumped at
the altar, which leads to great despair and a deep depression that
seemingly no one can lift him out
of. It is only though the support
of his friend Julia Sullivan that
Robbie is able to keep his sanity. Yet, problems arise when the
audience starts to become aware
that Julia is meant for Robbie, yet
has plans to be wed to another
man; her boyfriend Glen. Typical to a romantic comedy, the play
follows the characters through all
different kinds of emotions.
UNE's production of 111e
\Vedding Singer is directed by
Cliff Fantigrossi, who is assisted
b1 UNE student Chase Sheaff.
Justin Adams from the University of Southern Maine is the
:Musical Director, and the musical
numbers are choreographed by
Analesa Muir, a sophomore here
at UNE, and Samantha Costa.
Robbie Hart, the wedding singer,
is played by Craig Gibson and Julia Sullivan is performed by Maria
Denetolis. The other characters
are played by Greg Pickus, Melanie Ostrowski, Maria Kuehl, Eric
Pepin and James Muller. The en-

semble will be made up of twelve
different students; Michael Earle,
Andrew Buckley, Hillary Cusack,
Rachel Hambro, Harmony Bell,
Brianna Chu, Bather Putnam,
Carolyn Lambert, Emilea Lee,
Megan Wright, and Liz Lamperelli. All members of the play are
incredible singers, dancers, and
actors and have put in an impossible amount of hours in preparation for the big show, and they are
looking great.
111e anticipated event will
take place on three different occasions this weekend. Opening night is Friday, April 8th at
7:30pm. The second showing
will be on Saturday April 9th at
7:30pm, and the show will conclude on Sunday April 10th with
a matinee showing at 2:00pm .All
performances will take place at
the Biddeford City Theater. Tickets are available at the UNE Box
Office in the campus center, and
the event is free with a UNE ID.
For general admission, the cost is
$5.
For transportation, the UNE
shuttle bus travels to and from
the theater, and students are encouraged to use this resource. It's
suggested you arrive early, take a
seat and prepare for an amazing
performance. The music is catchy,
ilie dancing is clever, and ilie acting is on par with all else.

from Southern belles and redneck the talent section by saying of the
women to fiery red-headed twins contestants, "If their challenge
and sexy all-American ladies.
was making awkward silence,
The talent section followed, they were all winners! Yay!" Much
and was opened by a flute ser- laughter.
enade to the judges. This contesThe final portion of the comtant, though it was apparent how petition was the swimsuit portion.
long she had pracciced, was rude- 1he girls proudly strutted their
ly booed off the stage. She was beach bodies in various articles
followed by our Southern cow- of beachwear; including lifeguard
girl, who, donning a belly shirt outfits, hot pink string bikinis,
and cowboy hat, stomped out and a white thong. A few of the
an amazing dance to "Hoedown girls even appeared to go so far as
Throwdown" by Miley Cyrus. to wax their legs - an extra touch
The crowd and judges went wild, of glamour. The contestants were
and our host Kimmy Head even not afraid to shake it; but I have
let herself slip an extra peek as to admit I was a little afraid for
she walked away. The redheaded myself Luckily there were no
twins followed with an interpre- wardrobe malfunctions, and the
tive ribbon dance, looking pretty most skin shown was a topless
in pink in their matching tutus twin and a bare-bottomed redand fishnets. Daryl was pulled neck girl. I have to admit that I
onto stage for the next talent to was slightly jealous of a couple of
be serenaded by "I Want it That girls who pulled off their bikinis
Way." The act had the entire au- better than I do.
dience singing along. The other
After intense questioning
contestants came in as backup from the judges and input from
singers, which showed true team the crowd, the seven contestants
spirit.
took the stage for a final time
This talent was followed by to see who would be the winner.
a stand-up comedian who had A third and second place were
slight trouble involving the audi- awarded, and, after must anticience, but remained in high spir- pation, Sharon Cox, our rowdy
its as he flaunted his body leav- cowgirl, was crowned Miss UNE
ing the runway. Our last girl, a 2011. The vote was unanimous.
self-proclaimed "fitness phenom" The crowd was content. And the
performed a fitness routine paired cross-dressing here at the Univerwith a collaboration of carefully sity of New England was put to
chosen songs. Kimmy concluded rest for another year.

The Wedding
Singer

ENSEMBLE:
Michael Earle

Friday April 8th 7:30pm @
The Biddeford City Theater
Andrew Buckley
Saturday April 9th 7:30pm @
The Biddeford City Theater
Sunday April 10th 2:00pm @
The Biddeford City Theater

Hillary Cusack
Rachel Hambro
Harmony Bell
Brianna Chu

Director, Cliff Fantigrossi
Assistant director, Chase
Sheaff
Musical Director,Justin Adams (USM)
Choreographers: Analesa
Muir & Samantha Costa

Emilea Yeonseo Lee

CAST:

Megan Wright

Robbie Hart - Craig Gibson

Liz Lamperelli

Julia Sullivan - Maria Denietolis
Glen Guglia - Greg Pickus
Linda - Melanie Ostrowski
Holly - Maria Kuehl
Sammy - Eric Pepin
George - James Muller

Heather Putnam
Carolyn Lambert
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Sokokis could be your home next year.

BY DEANNA BAUMERT
Nor'easter Staff
Before I begin, I would just
like to say that next year, I will be
living in a suite with five other
non-random people in the room
and building that we happily
chose. That being said, I would
now like to bash the very system
that allowed for my happiness,
other peoples' justified fru~tration, and everybody's high stress
levels on Selection Day.
The entire system is a mess.
Finding roommates who you want
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Nor'easter News welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should not exceed 500 words and must be received by 5pm on
the Wednesday before the next publication date (for specific dates,
contact the opinion editor). The editors reserve the right to edit letters for length. Longer op-ed submissions of 500 to 1000 words may
be arranged in advance with the opinion editor. Submit letters via
e-mail to apowenski@une.edu.

early when I was told to be 10-15
minutes early. It's their disorganized system that could screw
me over here. It would have made
much more sense if they had us
all line up by housing selection
numbers from the very start so
that people like us would be less
worried about missing our appointment.
Next, I would like to point
out what I would have thought
would be deemed as a potential
fire hazard. We are all aware that
there is a long list of fire codes
here, not all of which even seem

Please see HOUSING, page 13.

To Cure or Not to Cure:
Is that the Question?
BY DANIELLE CROPLEY
Nor'easter Staff

1he material contained herein is the property ofNor'easter News and appears at the sole discretion ofthe editors. 1he editors reserve the right to edit
all material. 1he opinions expressed in Nor'easter News do not necessarily
reflect the views ofthe editors.

to live with is a difficult enough
process without the school having
to create this ridiculously chaotic
housing selection process. I mean,
here I am at 2:25, standing outside, in the cold, waiting to sign
in with my group for our 2:30 appointment. The fact that I am not
even inside the building means
that I won't get to the front of
the line for another 10 minutes
and if you do the math, you'll see
that I could miss my housing appointment. And don't tell me it's
my fault and I should have come
earlier. No, I was here 20 minutes

Healthcare is a simple concept: take care of the health of the
population. President Obama's
newly proposed Healthcare Reform Bill, however, is taking this
idea to the next level. According to the bill, healthcare coverage would be expanded to the 32
million plus Americans who are
currently uninsured and would
provide a diverse array of benefits
effective in the next two to three
years. Financially, it has been reported that this reform will cost
S940 billion over a span of ten
years - that's right, nearly one
trillion dollars to take care of the
entire U.S. population. In theory,
this idea of national healthcare
should be a happy time full of
free doctors' visits and small deductibles, but have we forgotten
a key factor behind this proposal? THE U.S. DOESN'T
HAVE ANY MONEY! How
is the government going to pro-

vide healthcare benefits to the
entirety of our already overpopulated nation when we can't even
afford the projects we're already
busy with? Exactly, we can't.
Among its minor errors in
judgment, the U.S. has one giant
character flaw (and no, it's not our
enormous financial deficit). Our
main problem as a nation is our
desperate need to stick our nose
where it doesn't belong. We constantly exhaust our resources to
reach out and help other people in
times of need; meanwhile we can't
even get our own act together. If
we didn't waste so much money
on the military, making the rich
richer, and helping everyone else
who is NOT a U.S. citizen, maybe
we'd have money to take care of
our own civilians. This incessant
need to fix and fuss with every
other nation just so we can have
their vote when it all falls apart
doesn't make us the hero, America. Giving away resources and
funds that we don't even have is
not only irresponsible and reekPlease see CURE, page 13.

less; it's also just plain stupid.
I'm not saying that I'm antiAmerican or against everyone
having healthcare. I agree that we
all deserve a chance at a healthier,
happier life; but at what cost? I
have found that there are two
problems with this reform (not
including that we don't have the
funds to even make it possible); if
we provide healthcare to those who
can't afford it, how will we escape
greater debt, and if we continue to
provide free healthcare, isn't our
problem of overpopulation only
going to increase? I know that it
is important to help those that are
in need, but by practically giving
away healthcare, we're going to
further the idea that the U.S. always comes to the rescue. What's
going to happen when this bill
backfires, the U.S. plummets into
greater debt, and there are twice
as many people to take care of because healthcare is so accessible?
Of the U.S. working population, most people barely have
enough money to afford their
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Warning: What You Are About to Read Contains TI GER BLOOD!
BYROYALE
HARDENSTINE
Nor'easter Staff
Winning. Winning has multiple meanings, some examples
being: the act of a person or
thing that wins; usually, winnings,
something that is won, especially
money; or any opening by which
coal is being or has been extracted. However, as of late winning
has taken a new interesting twist,
in which there is only one person
winning, CHARLIE SHEEN.
The entire Charlie Sheen explosion that has swept the nation is
quite ridiculous. Not to say that
I have not been completely entertained by this entire thing and
that I don't think it would be pretty awesome to have tiger blood ...
but really is this how we are going
to allow people to find fame and
make millions? However, before I
go into the current Sheen events,
I guess I'll do a short review of his
career and maybe throw in a running tally of the times he's gone
to rehab. I mean, he's been in
some decent movies and Two and
a Half Men is a pretty super sitcom that I personally enjoyed for
quite some time. My main problem with Two and a Half Men is
that it's just not the same. I understand that they can't stop Jake
from growing up; however it was
much funnier when he was little
and didn't get Uncle Charlie's sexual innuendos, but it's still good
for a laugh when I'm not watching Criminal Minds repeats.
So, Charlie Sheen was not

rocks, be<:ause that's how I
always called so; his birth name and a Half Men" to the glorious
roll. I have one speed, I have
was Carlos Irwin Estevez (that's sitcoms that grace America's teleone gear: Go."
right Emilio Estevez is his broth- visions every Monday night. Life
er) and he had a fascination with improved for Charlie, however,
"I am on a drug, it's called
acting at a young age from watch- we have now reached the current
Charlie Sheen. It's not availing his father Martin Sheen. His Charlie Sheen that we know and
able because if you try it you
first major role in a film that got love, whose blood is that of a tiger.
will die. Your face will melt
This is where I must say
him attention was in Platoon. If
you've never seen Platoon, I'm not WTF, Charlie Sheen, WTF!?
off and your children will
sure I would recommend it. I have Around the time that Charlie
weep over your exploded
watcheditlswear,andl'mnormal- Sheen brought about the downbody."
ly a girl who appreciates a bloody fall of"Two and a Half Men" his
dramatic war-themed movie, but mouth began to run, because ap"The run I was on made
this was a tad heavy for me. (It parently "(CBS] picked a fight
Sinatra, Flynn,Jagger,
might also help that I watched it with a warlock." Allow me to give
Richards, all of them look
for my English composition class you some more glorious Charlie
like droopy-eyed armless
and had to write a paper on the Sheen quotes that have recently
children."
movie.) The point about Platoon sprung up. Not that I believe
is that the movie won multiple any of you live under rocks and
"I wish him nothing but
•
Oscars and eventually what made haven't heard some of these, bepain in his silly travels espehim an 80's movie regular. After cause there's no way to avoid the
cially if they wind up in my
several flops in the 90's how- fact that there is something serioctagon. Clearly I have deever, he became better known ously wrong with Charlie Sheen:
feated this earthworm with
for all of his personal life drama.
my words -- imagine what
Now the rehab count can start!
"I was banging seven-gram
I would have done with my
The 90's found the lovable
fire breathing fists."
bowling-shirt-wearing
Uncle
Charlie in rehab for the first time
"I will not believe that ifl
and developing his stellar repudo something then I have to
tation that still exists today as a
follow a certain path because
womanizer, addict, and partier.
it was written for normal
This was also when he had his
people. People who aren't
first of three marriages, and when
special. People who don't
he became known for spendhave tiger blood and Adonis
ing close to SS0,000 on S2,500
DNA."
a night prostitutes ... he's classy.
After this incident he was also
"I'm sorry man, I got magic
accused of physically abusing a
and I've got poetry in my
previous girlfriend and in May
fingertips, you know, most of
1998 we come to trip to rehab
the time, and this includes
number 2 and 3. However in
naps."
2000 Sheen started the television
acting thing and after a few years
The Charlie Sheen quote maCOURTESY OF HOTCELEBRTIY.NAME
on "Spin City," CBS added "Two
chine is so entertaining; I could sit

and read his quotes all night. Really where does he come
with
this stuff? But, what makes me
wonder even more is since when
do people who are slowly destroying their life and making a complete fool of themselves, make so
much money off of their actions?
This is, of course, completely ignoring the entire genre of reality
television (including that stain
that I honestly can't believe is
still on called Jersey Shore).
What it comes down to is
that I believe there is something
very wrong with Charlie Sheen.
The man's life though he seems to
think he is winning, seems like it
is once again spiraling down into
an utter failure. This high that he's
riding from being made up of"tiger blood and Adonis DNA" can't
last forever, and at what point in
time is he going to realize he's
washed up and old news. The way
entertainment fl.ows on the internet, it's only a matter of time
until he is replaced by someone
else vying for their 15 minutes
of fame. Granted Charlie Sheen
has had far more than 15 minutes, and ifhe keeps this behavior
up he'll most likely be a recurring mess that we see over and
over again. There has to come a
point in time where his children
will be embarrassed to admit that
he's their father, and maybe he'll
look back and see that maybe
he is not "winning." But then
again I could be wrong, because
as Charlie Sheen said "You can't
process me with a normal brain."

where else for practice but at least
it would be better than stuffing us
all into the Hang.
And speaking of teams, what
about us fall athletes? I know that
this point may be the cause ofsome
eye rolling for those people who
are not athletes. But, as a studentathlete who is also friends with
several other student-athletes, I
feel it is necessary to address the
fact that fall athletes should have
some sort of priority in housing
selection. We have to travel pretty
far for several of our games and
meets and some of them are far
enough away that we leave the
school before the sun even comes
up. And if you're living in Soko-

leis without a car, you get to take
a nice long walk across Route 9 at
Sam to get to the Campus Center.
Not to mention that most, if not
all, of our practices require us to
be at or near the Campus Center.
Walking from Sokokis or, in the
future, one of the new residence
halls that will be built near Sokokis, is a workout in itself And
then to have to walk back all that
way after a hard practice when it's
dark out is just no fun at all. Now
I'm sure I sound like a spoiled,
whiny athlete right now but you
can't tell me that you wouldn't feel
the same way too if you were an
athlete, too.
Finally, I think it's about time

to express the concern of a large
group of panicking first-years
who believe themselves to be
"homeless." There appears to have
been a lack of some pretty important information that would have
been very useful for the now angry people to have known. Apparently this is not the first time that
UNE has run out of housing and
the reason it didn't happen last
year was because Sokokis opened
up. They have done junior releases
in the past and have also opened
up first-year residence halls such
as Featherman to sophomores,
but did anyone mention that to
us? W ell obviously the answer is
no, but why in the world not? Not

to say that telling people about
it before Housing Selection Day
would make people all happy
and okay with the situation, but
at least people would have some
warning. It's bad enough that
people will have to wait even longer to find out what their housing
situation is going to be. You don't
need to fuel the fire by springing
the information on them without
any prior warning whatsoever. To
put it nicely, that's just not cool.
So that's my take on housing
selection. I love UNE, but when it
comes to housing selection, there
is definitely room for some improvements, or maybe just a new
system that actually makes sense.

healthcare. However, the amount
of money you make should not
dictate whether or not you can
lead a healthy life. 11oney and
social status should not buv one's
healthcare, but healthcare ~hould
also not be completely free.
America is not like every
other nation. In some ways we
are the exact opposite and in
other ways we try to be the same.
The idea of universal healthcare is
one that is borrowed from other
countries, but isn't necessarily the
best option for the U. S. There

are so many structural problems
within our society and government that free healthcare would
only add to such issues and fur
ther tear our nation apart. Before we go ahead and fix everyone's boo-boos, we need to stop
all other projects. This does not
mean burning other bridges and
completely retreating from all
military efforts, but it does mean
that other policies need to be put
into place before we just hand out
Band-Aids and prescription drugs
all willy-nilly. When it comes

down to it, everyone has a right
to healthLare, but the govenv11ent
doesn't have the right to promise
healthcare to everyone, espeually
if they can't keep such a promise.
The debate over the Healthcare Reform Bill is one being expressed nationwide. People with
and without healthcare, question
the promises expressed in this bill
and wonder if Obama's plan will
actually come to fruition. I, myself, am extremely skeptical, because there is no way that we can
provide to so many people in the

way we are saying we can, with
the state of the nation t this time.
This bill needs to be reworked
much like our nation, because
right now we are in no position
to provide quality care to anyone;
rich or poor, Republican or Democrat, young or old. For me, there
really is no question as to whether
this bill is right or wrong. Perhaps
you feel that free care is the way
of the future, but, for once, I'm
going to have to strongly disagree.
Just something to think about.

up

Charlie Sheen.

HOUSING

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

remotely logical, so when I see
the Hang so filled with people
that I have to step over those who
are sitting on the floor, it makes
me wonder what would happen
if there was a fire. A stampede
maybe? Honestly though, I'm less
concerned about it being a fire
hazard than I am about it being
so crowded that simply looking
at the mass of people raises my,
already heightened, levels of anxiety. Couldn't we at least be in a
larger area? Say, for example, the
gym? You might have to halt a
few pick-up basketball games or
maybe even have a team go some-

CURE
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healthcare on a monthly basis.
'ome don't even get the chance to
have healthcare because insurance
companie won't "cover" them due
to ome e..xtraneous or made up
rea on that will undoubtedly save
companies money. For reasons
such a these, I find myself agreeing with this universal concept
becau e the working class e pecially deserves access to quality
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Voices in the
Crowd:
Whatdo
you regret
from Spring
Break?
BY DANIELLE CROPLEY
Nor'easter Staff

"I regret spending so much time
watching TV."
-Becky Gould

"Nothing. Have you seen how tan
I look?"
-Brett Peterson

That's O ne Secret I'll N ever Tell
BY LAURA CARTER
Nor'easter Staff
I am ashamed at what I am
about to admit to the entire campus of this university. I-Laura
Carter-am obsessed with Gossip Girl. (I think a little piece of
me just died.) It all started one
day when my roommate decided
that she wanted to watch an episode; I said I would join her since
I really had nothing else that I
would rather be doing. Mistake
number one: sitting in the chair.
Mistake number two: engaging in
(what I have now began to fondly
call it) "Double G" activity. I was
hooked-line and sinker-ready
to willingly spend the rest of my
day watching it. Why?! Why was
this show (which is currently on
its fourth running season) so ridiculously addicting?! I'll tell you,
or reveal to you, what I have come
to discover-or rather come to
appreciate about this program.
As someone who comes
from an average means, with
average parents, and an average life-this show offers me
a glimpse into the life of seven
teenage "well-to do" upper-East
siders-which is a world that
(lets' be honest here kids) I will
never be a part of. Yes, yes-it is
fictional, and who knows if any of
those things that happen on the
show (scandals galore, money like
water, etc.) actually happen in the
life of a teenager in that environment. Regardless, I watch despite
the fact that I know that none of
this is real, but I shamefully enjoy.
In the past week and a half,
my roommate and I (along with
a few guests from down the

"Not doing enough .. .! wish I had
planned a fun trip or something."
- Pat Flatley

Nor'easter Staff

Th O pinion
Qpestion of the
sue:
"How d you feel about
the environmental
danger p ed by radioacti i in Japan?"
Please e ail responses to
norea ternew ·@une.edu.

hall-love you both) have blown
through the first season, and then
completed the second season
like it was our job. I would need
at least five hands (but really, at
least five but probably more) to
count on to compile the amount
of time spent watching this show.
We have currently started season
three, and I fear that once it's over
I am going to go into shock without having direct 24/7 access to
the current fourth season. I know
that my search bar is one day going be like: "Really Laura .. .it's
the 9th time today that you have
looked up videos on YouTube
that involve some sort of Double
G related material" and then it's
going to just stop working, and
my computer will blow up ... and
then I will be in an even bigger
crisis-because I will be without!
There is really no point to any
of this that I have been sharing.
Maybe I just delight in being a
nerd. At this point in time, this is
just something that seems to be
more important than explicating
poetry, or talking about anything
(really) that is not directly related
to the inner workings of Chuck
and Blair's relationship (or lack
thereof since I have come to know
by accident, and unfortunately),
or who Serena is currently dating (or sleeping with)-or even
what Dorota is up to while Blair
is at school. I guess what this
comes down to is that, I think
it's nice to escape reality every
now and then, and I think that
even if it means "wasting" my life
with some fictional show about
snobby rich kids-I would rather
have that then stress out about
the little things. If anything, this

has made me realize that I am
so happy that my entire "average
life" (thus far) has not had the
amount of drama contained in
one episode of the show-or even
half the drama for that matter.
So, starting out, sitting down
in the chair as my roommate
put the DVD into the player I
would have never guessed this is
where I would be (not even) two
weeks later. At first, I was thinking that there was no way that I
would be even remotely interested in the terrible plot line and
the semi-bad acting. Boy, I could
have never been more wrong. I
am guilty of looking up the latest celebrity gossip of the stars
of this show, watching videos on
YouTube for more clips of my favorite scenes--compilations put
to songs that really have no relation whatsoever to what is being

played. My roommate and I even
found a channel on YouTube that
does a parody of the entire second season using finger puppets
(which is hilarious by the way).
Overall, I am glad that I have
found this guilty pleasure, and I
encourage you all to find one of
your own (if you haven't already)
and be proud of it. I'm hoping
that we'll be able to stretch the
third season out a little longer so
that it will never end. For now
though, this is all that I have to
offer: take pride in what makes
you happy-even if it's something
that you never imagined yourself
enjoying, (like my recent "Double
G " fascination). Stay tuned for
future opinions (that may or may
not include Gossip Girl-ha-ha).
'You know you love me ... xoxo·
LC.

COURTESY OF CWTV

G ossip Girl's Blair Whaldorf and Chuck Bass.

Getting Down with Rebecca Black
BY KATELYN KAULBACK

"I regret not getting ahead in my
classes like I had planned."
-Sharra Paquereau
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"7am, waking up in the
morning/Gotta be fresh, gotta go
downstairs/Gotta have my bowl,
gotta have cereal ... ." If you are
as unfortunate as me, this song
has been stuck in your head since
the second you heard of Rebecca
Black and made the bad decision
of looking up her music video on
Youtube. This "song" is filled with
terrible lyrics, and with a nasally
voice like Rebecca's, it is just a
disaster. Although, I must admit,
I am a little jealous. I wish the
harde t decision I had to make in
my day could be which seat I pick
in the car....
I cannot believe that her
video has gained over 70 million
views, and you can even waste
your money and buy it on iTunes.
I also cannot believe that she has
gotten a record deal out of all of
this. \Vhat has shocked me the
most, however, is the response
that thi. video has gotten. As I
am ~ure you can realize, I do not

like the song. I am sure nearly every single one of you agrees that
it is terrible. I am all for freedom
of speech, but some of the things
said to her were appalling, even
worse than her lyrics. On one occasion, I saw a blogger call it, "the
day the music really died." However, some people just went too
far.
In an interview, R ebecca said
she received a slew of hate mail
overnight. One person said, "I
hope you cut yourself and I hope
you get an eating disorder so you'll
look pretty," while another said, "I
hope you go cut and die." In all
seriousness now, this is a cruel
thing to say to anyone. But it is an
especially cruel thing to say to a
thirteen-year-old girl. This girl, by
definition of a thirteen-year- old,
already faces enough body image
and self esteem issues as it is. She
does not need to hear anything
like this from people she doesn't
even know. :r-..Iy question is, when
did it become acceptable to say
this to someone? When did it
become okay to tell someone to

develop an eating disorder to become pretty?
When we were all little and
in elementary school, we were
taught the phrase, "sticks and
stones may break my bones, but
words will never hurt me."I never
really fell for this one, because
words do hurt. Imagine this for
a minute, someone, (you don't
know who they are because they
wrote it to you in an anonymous
email, but chances are you have
never actually met them) tells you
to cut yourself and die. How do
you think that would make you
feel? Now imagine that someone
is saying it to you, when you were
thirteen years old. But, this person
does not even have the courage to
say it to your face. No, they hide
behind a computer and type out
their hatred towards you; a person
they have not met. They do not
know you, they do not know what
you believe in or what you stand
for. They know that you put your
heart on the line, and did not do
as well as anticipated, and they attacked you. H ow are people sup-

posed to grow and learn if whenever they try something new, they
are met with a response like this?
How does this shape the life of a
girl so young?
My point is, people do not
realize how much they hurt others
with just their words. What you
say matters. What you say will affect someone, especially when it is
directed to them in an extremely
hurtful manner. It is perfectly fine
to not like something and voice
your opinion on it, as I did here,
but there is absolutely no need
to reach the point of cruelty. This
poor girl lived her dream and
made a music video. Yes it was
bad, but that does not give YOU
the right to tell her to develop an
eating disorder and cut herself I
give her credit for attempting to
do something that most of you
would be terrified to do. At least
she was willing to put herself out
there, and that is more than most
of you can say. I wish her all the
best in her future as a singer, because she dared to live her dream.
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PHOTO HIGHLIGHTS
Photo of the Issue!

HANNAH GOODNOW, NOR"EASTER NEWS

Birds enjoying the almost Spring weather.

SAVANNA FORD, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Maine's wildlife coming back to life.

What is it?

One of the few remaining icicle, in :'>Iainc.

PERRI FlNE, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Last issue's "What is it?" was a picture of keys. Check out the next issue for this issue's answer
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CAMPUS EVENTS
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Coll~ge Community Mentoring

Program
Do you want to get invo1¥ d in
local communities?
Like orki g with children?

CCMP is a stud nt volu teer
organization that orks with
children and youth in local ar a
schools, and e want YOU to be
a mentor!
You d
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Marie ~ . CC## Coordhttor
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CLASSES START JANUARY 24
MONDAY

TUESDAY

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

Treading

AquAerobics••

3:00-4:00 pm

3:00 - 4:00 pm

!l!l@

Pettapiece/RBC

i'J~J.

Strength & Conditioning

Ballet

Hatha Yoga•

Ballet

4:00-5:00 pm

4:00 - 5:00 pm

4:00 - 5:00 pm

4:00 - 5:00 pm

4:00 - 5:00 pm

Pettap1ece MPR/RBC

RBC

RBC

RBC

Wescott MPR/RBC

Vinyasa Yoga
10:00-11:30 am
Pettapiece MPR/RBC
Hard Core

Vinyasa Yoga

3:00 - 3:45 pm

2:30-4:00 pm

RBC

Pool

Pool
Boot Camp

Zumba

FMI:

5:00-6:00 pm
Pettapiece MPR/RBC
Kickboxing

Boot Camp

Kickboxing

Boot Camp

6:00-7:00 pm

6:00-7:00 pm

6:00 - 7:00 pm

6:00-7:00 pm

Pettap1ece MPR/RBC

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

RBC

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

Zumba

Jazz

Treading

Kickboxing

7:00-8:00 pm

7 :00 - 8:00 pm

7:00-8:00 pm

7:00-8:00 pm

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

RBC

Pool

Pettapiece MPR/RBC

E-mail Margaret

mhutton@une.edu

PLEASE CHECK ROOM SCHEDULE AS LOCATIONS DO CHANGE.

*Hatha Yoga starts on February 2

RBC = Racquetball Court
MPR :: Multi-Purpose Room

•• Another AquAerobics class will be coming in March
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